Reconstruction of glacier variability from lake sediments
reveals dynamic Holocene climate in Svalbard
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Methods
•

Sediment core extraction

•

Multi-proxy approach to fingerprint glacigenic input

•

•

Introduction

Fig. 4

Results
• Four distinct sediment units captured by clustering and PCA
–

Unit 4: homogenous and minerogenic (bottom)

–

Physical: organics (LOI) and density (DBD)

–

Unit 3: minerogenic and laminated

–

Geochemical: XRF core scanning

–

Unit 2: organic, 3 minerogenic intervals (1-3)

–

Magnetic: Susceptibility (MS)

–

Unit 1: minerogenic and laminated (top)

Numerical techniques

• Robust age-depth model:

–

PCA: testing a shared response among proxies

–

Basal age of 11480 cal BP (full Holocene)

–

Clustering: objectively classifying sediments

–

dates every 420 years

–

Normalization: addressing closed-sum effects

• Fine-grained minerogenic input: typical for glacigenic input

Independent chonological methods
–

21 radiocarbon dates

–

5 paleomagnetic tie-points

Context
Fig. 1

• Amplified response to climate change in the Arctic
• Range of pre-instrumental natural variability poorly understood
• High-resolution paleoclimate records can fill knowledge gap
• Sediments from glacier-fed lakes generate such records
• Past glacier activity recorded by variations in glacial flour yield

Objectives
• Reconstruct Holocene glacier variability on Arctic Svalbard

Fig. 2

• Resolve variations on centennial timescales
• Constrain the imprint of non-glacial processes (noise)
• Integrate findings in regional paleoclimate context

Conclusions
• Evidence for three-phase Svalbard Holocene climate history
• Early Holocene glacier maximum around 9.5 ka BP
–

Driven by meltwater pulses from Laurentide ice

• Glaciers disappeared after 6.7 ka BP during late Optimum
Fig. 1: PCA ordination diagram: strong shared minerogenic signal (units 1 & 3) on
PCA1, captured by detrital element counts (e.g. Ti) and sediment density (DBD)

–

• Centennial-scale glacier cycles during Neoglacial (1,2,3)

Fig. 2: Stratigraphy: dense and minerogenic laminated Early (unit 3) and Late (unit 1)
Holocene sediments, highlighting a similar signature for abrupt events 1-3

–

Fig. 3: Age-depth model: unprecedented age control in the High Arctic
Fig. 4: Ti/LOI glacier reconstruction compared against modelled July temperatures,
insolation, the ELA of nearby Karlbreen glacier, reported NH glacier advances and
meltwater pulses (indicated by detrital carbonate spikes)
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Insolation-driven
Highlights climate sensitivity of small glaciers

• Prolonged Little Ice Age glacier activity from 700 cal BP on

Fig. 3

–

Precipitation-driven signature

